
have alienated Jew and Arab throught this century. 
Whatever one’s view of Camp David’s outcome, it 

is hardly the comprehensive Arab-Israeli settlement 
Carter loudly preached from inauguration day until 
the Sadat Jerusalem extravaganza one year ago. At 
best the Carter-inspired formula is an uneasy, un-. 
stable beginning to what might eventually become a 
firmer Middle East accommodation. At worst it is a 
collapsible gamble at a separate peace-one ac- 
complished in exhausted desperation and one that, 
i f  aborted, might create an even more intolerable 
situation than existed before. 

If the Egyptian-Israeli understanding should 
break down, there is little likelihood of shifting back 
to the comprehensive settlement approach. The 
psychological turmoil sure to accompany such a 
collapse could render peace as a concept a victim 
and discredit the entire process of reconciliation. 

By choosing the Camp David framework, the 
actual and conceptual progress made toward an 
across-the-board setlement--8 la the Brookings 
Report, as has been discussed in these pages 
during the past two years-has been negated in 
favor of a return to a Kissingerian step-by-step 
approach. Camp David was even more a triumph for 
Kisslnger than for Carter. 

Everyone chose to gamble big in the seclusion of 
the Cacotin Mountains. Sadat, by taking on himself 
the making of a separate deal-one disguised by 
rather transparent ambiguities regarding the crucial 
issues of the West Bank, the Palestinians, and Jeru- 
salem, and one sure to result in a replay of the frus- 
trating debate over the meaning of Resolution 
242-has cast his fate with Washington and Israel. 
Neither economically nor politically will the Egyptian 
leader have much to show very soon for his deci- 
siveness. Meanwhile, both Begin and Carter have 
been appointed to the committee guiding Egypt’s 
destiny. 

Carter is gambling that he can contain inter-Arab 
rivalries and that the feared collapse of the Camp 
David formula can be avoided. By sanctioning years 
of haggling over the key issues (rather than insisting 
on a clearer process for Palestinian self-determina- 
tion and eventual Israeli withdrawal from the West 
Bank) he has extended the U.S. “full partnership” 
into the indefinite future. Washington is now sad- 
dled with the unenviable responsibility of guiding a 
process that Camp David’s confusing result renders 
highly dubious and problematical. American credi- 
bility is more on the line now than before. 

Begin has risked least of all-in the short run. 
Israel is today militarily invincible, and even should 
the Egyptian-Israeli peace deteriorate, his political 
hand would remain strong. If the separate deal 
takes root, Begin is proclaimed hero. If it comes 
apart, he has defused the pressures that have 
mounted during the last two years for a settlement 
that would have tackled the intractable issues. Yet 
for Israel the gamble is also considerable. An amber 
light has been given to Palestinian self-expression in 
an atmosphere of confrontation. There is now a 

precedent for territorial withdrawal and dismantling 
settlements. And continuing Arab hostility creates 
for the Jewish state a schizophrenic condition of 
peace and war at the same time. 

Theoretically the Camp David formula should be 
judged by an assessment of alternatives as well as 
risks. The principal alternative was, as during 1976 
and 1977, to plan a Geneva conference in which 
Soviet concerns would have been considered and in 
which the willingness of other Arab parties (includ- 
ing Syria and the moderate wing of AI Fatah) to 
endorse some initial form of Arab-Israeli coexis- 
tence could have been exploited. 

Politically, in view of Carter’s domestic predica- 
ment, Begin’s aggressive political instincts, and 
Sadat’s relative impotence, the risks of the Camp 
David approach were apparently viewed by Jimmy 
Carter to be less than those of continuing to strive 
for more now. 

Objectively, combining theory and politics, what 
emerged ‘from Camp David is far less spectacular 
than generally thought-and only marginally en- 
couraging. The test is what now follows and whether 
a stable Middle East framework protecting Amerl- 
can interests and assuring Israel’s acceptance can 
be fastened onto the Camp David skeleton. 

For Israel the post-Camp David period should be 
a time of reassessment. The political victory of 1978 
can be consolidated, not by unyielding determina- 
tion to block further territorial wlthdrawal and 
Palestinian self-determination, but by an openness 
toward settling the formerly unresoivable issues. 
israel would be well advised to remember how the 
post-1967 euphoria led to the 1973 collapse. The 
U.S. must now justify step-by-step diplomacy by 
creating conditions for a full Middle East peace over 
the next two to four years. For basic issues remain 
to be resolved-even after Camp David. 

Excumus III 
Jewish Leaders on 
Camp David 

Q: What was agreed to at Camp David? 
A: There were two agreements. One provides the 

framework for the conclusion of a peace treaty 
between Egypt and Israel by mid-December, 1978. 
The other sets out the basis for a comprehensive 
peace in the Middle East, providing for bilateral 
peace treaties on the Egyptian-Israeli model with 
each of the neighboring Arab states, as well as 
special arrangements for the West Bank (Judea and 
Samaria) and Gaza with the participation of the 
Palestinian Arabs in the process. Each agreement 
stands on its own; the bilateral Egyptian-Israel 
peace treaty does not depend on the comprehen- 
sive framework agreement. 
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How was the issue of sovereignty resolved in the 
Sinai? 

Israel recognizes Egyptian sovereignty over all of 
the Sinai up to the internationally recognized border 
that existed between Egypt and Palestine under the 
British Mandate. 
How was the issue of sovereignty resolved on the 
West Bank? 

There is no reference to sovereignty on the West 
Bank. Negotiations between Israel and the other 
participants will take place during the five-year tran- 
sition period to determine the final status of the 
West Bank and Gaza and its relationship with its 
neighbors. 
What happens to the military presence in the West 
Bank? 

The Israeli military government will be withdrawn 
as soon as a self-governing authority has been 
elected by the inhabitants of the West Bank and 
Gaza. A withdrawal of Israeli armed forces will take 
place and there will be a redeployment of the 
remaining Israeli forces into specified security loca- 
tions determined by Israel. This will be the only mili- 
tary force in the West Bank/Gaza. The agreement 
does not limit such forces to the five-year transition- 
al period. Local Palestinian Arabs will be in charge 
of local police matters, with Israel concerned only 
with external security. 
What about other security measures in the Sinai? 

The Sinai will be divided into zones in which limits 
on the nature and size of military units and arma- 
ments are stipulated. Early warning stations may 
exist to insure compliance. 

A United Nations force will be stationed in the 
Rafiah salient (where the settlements are now 
located) and in the Sharm-El-Sheikh area. In con- 
trast to the 1957 agreement, these forcee can only 
be removed by a unanimous vote of the five perma- 
nent members of the Security Council, and thus the 
United States could veto such a removal. 

What about the settlements on the West Bank? 
No reference is made to them, but presumably 

their disposition would be included in the decisions 
on the final status of the West Bank and Gaza. 
There was agreement on a moratorium on con- 
structing new settlements in the West Bank, but 
there is an ambiguity on the length of the moratori- 
um. A U.S. official has said there will be a moratori- 
um during the negotiations on the modalities to 
establish a self-rule council. Israel maintains that 
the moratorium is for a period of ninety days. 

What about navigation rights? 
The Sinai agreement provides for free passage by 

Israeli ships through the Gulf of Suez and the Suez 
Canal on the basis of the Constantinople Conven- 
tion of 1888, and, for the first time, Egypt concedes 
that the Strait of Tiran and the Gulf of Aqaba are 
international waterways open to all nations. 

Will there be normal relations between Egypt and 
Israel? 

Yes. When the Israeli interim withdrawal is com- 
pleted, which will be no later than nine months after 
the treaty is signed, the process of normalizing rela- 
tions will begin, with implementation to be com- 
pleted no later than three years after the signing of 
the treaty. Normal relations will include full recogni- 
tion, which would include diplomatic, economic, and 
cultural relations, an end to economic boycotts and 
to barriers to the free movement of people and 
commerce, and mutual protection of each other’s 
citizens by due process of law. 

What role would the Palestinians play? 
The delegations of Egypt and Jordan charged 

with negotiating with Israel the modalities for estab- 
lishing an elected self-governing authority in the 
West Bank and Gaza may include not only Palestin- 
ians from the West Bank and Gaza but other Pales- 
tinians as mutually agreed by all the parties. (This in 
effect gives Israel a veto on PLO officials outside the 
West Bank.) 

What about immigration of nonresident Palestinian 
Arabs? 

During the transitional period Israel, Egypt, Jor- 
dan, and the Palestinian Arab self-governing au- 
thority will constitute a continuing committee to 
decide by agreement on the modalities of admission 
of persons who left the West Bank and Gaza in 
1967, and Egypt and Israel will work with each other 
and other interested parties on. procedures to 
resolve “the refugee problem.” 

What role would Jordan play? 
Jordan, if it agrees to do so, would participate in 

negotiating the resolution of the Palestinian prob- 
lem; the five-year transitional arrangements; the 
modalities establishing the self-governing authority; 
the final status of the West Bank; a peace treaty with 
Israel which would include the location of the 
boundaries and the nature of the security arrange- 
ments. 

What role would the United States play? 
The framework for peace states that the United 

States will be invited to participate in the talks on 
matters related to the implementation of the agree- 
ments and the timetable for carrying out their obli- 
gations. The United States also will build two air 
bases in the Negev. Secretary Vance’s trip to 
Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Syria is evidence that the 
United States will continue to play an active role in 
the negotiating process. 

Who “won” and who “lost”? 
While each side made concessions, it is unpro- 

ductive-indeed, harmful-to attempt to score the 
agreements like a prize fight. The agreement is a 
victory for peace. If treaties are successfully con- 
cluded and implemented, all the parties and peo- 
ples of the Middle East will benefit. The agreements 
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also mark a victory for the counsels of moderation 
and pragmatism against the voices of dogmatism 
and fanaticism. 

true that not everything depends upon the leader- 
in this case the pontiff of the Catholic Church. There 
are other forces at work, sometimes in concert with 

What’s the effect on American interests? 
This is a victory for the American policy objective 

of seeking to achieve a stable and peaceful Middle 
East that will be less vulnerable to extremist, espe- 
cially Communist, “adventurism.” it reinforces the 
unique role of the United States as the only major 
power trusted by states on both sides of the Arab- 
Israeli conflict, and thus represents another setback 
for Soviet policy in the Middle East. 

(An excerpt from a document prepared by George 
Gruen of the American Jewish Committee, Phil 
Baum of the American Jewish Congress, and Ken 
Jacobson of the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai 
B’rith, and circulated jointly by the above organiza- 
tions.) 

Roger Mithrite on 
After Paul and Medellin, ? and Puebla 

Anno Domini 1978 will be registered as a year of 
particular significance for the Roman Catholic 
Church. The death of Pope Paul VI. the election and 

. sudden death of John Paul, and the election of his 
successor are, of course, the most significant news- 
worthy events. On a different level the meeting of 
the bishops of Latin America in Puebla, Mexico, 
postponed, because of the death of John Paul, to 
next month, will have far-reaching consequences, 
not only for the church in Latin America, but for the 
entire Church. 

it is one of the paradoxes of the reign of Paul VI 
that he followed a pope who was elected as a safe, 
transitional figure and became an astounding inno- 
vator, while Paul, whose whole training was a 
marvelous if traditional preparation for the papacy, 
necessarily functioned as a transitional pope. Those 
who would assess this complicated man must cope 
with a series of such paradoxes. (Pope John Paul 
served too short a time, unfortunately, to establish 
any record.) 

It is, in fact, difficult to offer a fair overall assess- 
ment of Paul’s accomplishments and failures so 
soon after his death. The immediate and seemingly 
secure judgments offered by the media will look 
very different when they and the time in which they 
were written come, in their turn, under judgment. 
But what emerges will be a testimony to the impor- 
tance of the particular person who is elected to the 
papacy. It makes a difference who sits on the papal 
throne. Even large, ungainly bureaucracies can be ‘ 
affected by a true leader. 

But if leaders make a real difference, it remains 

the efforts of the pope, sometimes in parallel, and 
sometimes at cross-purposes. During the fifteen 
years Paul served as pope and as head of state he 
addressed many large questions. He spoke on, for 
example, religious, political, economic, military, and 
sexual issues. Many of the particular questions he 
spoke to remain unresolved. In trying to bank the 
heated controversies on such matters as contracep- 
tion, a married priesthood, or the ordination of 
women he merely insured they would burn more 
intensely. On questions of the arms race, the inter- 
national economic order, and human rights he 
spoke out forcefully and prepared at least directions 
that others might follow. But in the one area to 
which I would direct attention, on the question that 
will engage the Church intensely during the next 
decades, the question of the social doctrine of the 
Church, the question of the relative merits of liberal- 
ism, capitalism, and socialism, his contribution is 
inadequate and somewhat ambiguous. 

Pope Paul inherited a tradition of well-developed 
thought on political, social, and economic orders, 
and, early in his reign, he stated that the relation, 
the struggle, between developed and undeveloped 
countries would become more important than the 
East-West relation. But in 1971 he could say: “In 
view of the varied situations in the world, it is diffi- 
cult to give one teaching to cover them all or to offer 
a solution which has universal value. This is not our 
intention or even our mission.” Instead there is to 
be a “pluralism of options.” The humility may be 
appropriate, but it is an innovation in the tradition of 
modern Catholic thought, of “Christian social doc- 
trine”-if not a break with it. The papal encyclicals 
are famous, if not notorious, for enunciating broad 
generalities that are to be applied differently in 
different situations. But Paul chose otherwise. 

In the meantime a number of Catholic thinkers 
and activists have attempted to take on a large part 
of the task that Paul eschewed. Many of these 
people draw their inspiration from the 1968 Medellin 
Conference of Latin American Bishops (CELAM) 
and the theological-political ferment that followed. 
In the United States the term most frequently asso- 
ciated with Medellin is “theology of liberation.” The 
articles and books and activities that claim patrimo- 
ny in this theology are numerous, and qualifications 
and discrimination are called for. One cannot simply 
lump together Segundo, Miranda, Sabrino, Ellacu- 
ria, and Arroyo. Nevertheless, several important 
characteristics can be stated. Gustavo Gutihrez, 
the “grand old man” of liberation theology, said 
early on that it was not merely a new theme for 
reflection but a new wayto do theology, becoming 
“part of the process through which the world is 
transformed.!’ Part of what needs to be trans- 
formed, to be overcome, is “social sin,” the oppres- 
sion of the poor by institutional violence and injus- 
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